A region-delimited gravitational wave field can be constructed, such that a subset of geodesics crossing this region will move faster than nearby geodesics moving entirely inside flat spacetime, along a preferred direction. Null geodesics inside this region will move faster-than-light according to far away observers. The waveform is synthesized from homogeneous plane wave solutions, and the resulting field is the gravitational equivalent of a Gaussian beam.
Gaussian geometry
Our geometry of study is obtained by considering the gravitational equivalent of a Gaussian beam. Gaussian beams are one of the most basic propagating fields used in optical applications, and its general properties are inherited from the wave equation (and corresponding Helmholtz equation). However, there are differences. Optical fields are oscillations of the electromagnetic vector field A µ , while gravitational fields are tensor perturbations h µν with two physical degrees of freedom for each mode, so is not an straightforward realisation that there should be a simple equivalent in the gravitational case.
In linearized gravity, given appropiate harmonic coordinates, homogeneous solutions of the Einstein equations in vacuum propagate via the standard wave equation
Where the perturbation h T T is a purely transverse and traceless perturbation, as our goal is to build a field composed only from homogeneous solutions to the gravitational wave equation. In order to begin our construction, we start with a simple plane wave solution in the TT-gauge
With D µ0 = 0, as well the traceless D ii = 0 and transverse k i D ij = 0 conditions. We now consider a generic plane wave component with a polarization D µν (k), to denote the fact that the polarization of each plane wave depends only on the vector k α . Once the functions D µν (k) are given, we can make a Fourier integral on each component to obtain the components of the physical metric perturbation.
Transverse conditions results in 3 equations given by
As well as an additional equation for the traceless condition
This results in a system of equations. We also replace k z = k 2 − k 2 x − k 2 y with k = ω/c, and we make further choices for the polarization of the perturbation:
In our analysis h × has been set to zero for simplicity. This gives us enough information to solve for all the D ij (k) functions
for all possible null wavevectors k µ with k µ k µ = 0 and k z > 0, the corresponding plane wave component of the perturbation is a well-defined finite amplitude. We now multiply our polarization functions by the wavevector gaussian envelope
and perform a 2D Fourier transform on the xy plane to obtain the metric perturbation
Most component transforms are nontrivial to compute, but as becomes clear from eqs. 5 in the Appendix, the only component needed for the purpose of this work is the xx component:
We will focus on the behavior of geodesics crossing transversally this gravitational Gaussian beam in the field region near the waist at z = 0. We will denote this field region R. We assume that the Gaussian beam propagates in otherwise flat Minkowsky spacetime.
The goal will be to observe and understand the asymptotic delay of geodesics travelling along the x-axis inside R. This asymptotic delay is to be understood not only compared to its expected value in a identical spacetime with no gravitational waves, but also compared to other geodesics that do not cross the focal region R of the field.
Around z = 0, the field of the Gaussian takes the following simplified expression:
with k = k e z n = e x and representing a parameter that controls the strength of the perturbation. We can consider the perturbation field along the n axis to be localized inside our region R of size 2σ around the origin, and the points outside this region are essentially flat.
Results
Given the complex nonlinear geodesic equations that result from the Gaussian perturbation eq. (2) and (3), we were only able to compute analytically the first order correction to the geodesic null and time-like rays crossing the field, and its derivation is detailed in appendix A. We also used numerical integration on the system of geodetical differential equations (restricted to the subspace z = y = 0) to confirm the validity of the approximation on the linearised regime ( 1). However, the similarities of the numerical solutions with the analytical approximation for high values of are an important clue that suggest that the qualitative behavior of the first order approximation remains valid well into the nonlinear regime. Figures 1 and 2 ) shows the null geodesics propagation. We see that rays entering R while the metric components g xx are shrinking, end up advanced in the asymptotic flat region, relative to their flat spacetime evolution. Advanced wavefronts will be perceived by distant observers as having arrived before they would have when the whole spacetime was flat. The opposite happens when g xx starts increasing again; light pulses become delayed when they cross during the waxing phase.
For all practical purposes, advanced pulses will be effectively travelling faster than light inside R, when compared with other geodesics in the rest of the flat Minkowski spacetime that do not cross the field region. This does not contradict the fact that these geodesics are always moving at or below the universal speed of light according to measurements performed by local free-falling observers inside or outside R. However, distant observers will still measure that some geodesics cross the region in less time because spacetime has shrinked in a preferential direction for their whole transit inside R.
In fig.(2) we can see the flow of time-like geodesics for β = 0.5. Paths that enter the waning phase of the waveform early, are able to escape and accelerate from the field region. On the other hand, paths that enter the waveform late when the waxing phase begins, suffer deceleration.
Discussion
In this work, we have established that within GR, certain gravitational waveforms can result in geodesics that arrive at distant points earlier than light signals in flat spacetime. We presented an example waveform that can be used to manifest FTL behavior, and obtained an analytic first order perturbative approximation of geodesics approaching the field region. We notice that the timing of entrance to the field region determines the asymptotic delay or advance of signals. The optimal shortcut geodesics are those that cross the field region as close as possible to the time and position of the minimum of the metric waveform.
Since our analysis applies fundamentally to linearized theory, we have that small waveforms will result in small, but non-zero advancements (or delays) on geodesic congruences. However, comparison of the analytic perturbative approximation with numerical solutions of the system of geodetical equation (which were done restricted to z = y = 0 to avoid computing the h xz component explicitly), suggest that this phenomena should extend into high fields and nonlinear theory.
Compared to other FTL schemes like the Alcubierre drive or Lorentzian wormholes, which rely on unphysical matter fields to stabilize the geometry, the current approach relies only on gravitational wave generation and transmission through empty space. Assuming the daunting problem of astronomical scale gravitational wave generation is somehow solved, this method could in principle enable FTL travel without appealing to exotic physics. However a detailed analysis of tidal forces is required before assessing the feasibility of this scheme for transit of payloads.
The nature of the shortcut generation involves the creation of waveforms that compress and dilate spacetime in the direction of flight. In order for signals (or ships) to be able to take advantage of the metric-contracting fields, they must carefully control their timing synchronization, in order to cross the field regions as close as possible to the compression valley, where the distance is minimal between opposing sides of the field region. The region must be crossed in substantially less than T /2, with T being the period of the gravitational wave. Even if the compression of each field region is small, large distance reduction could be accomplished by bridging many pre-configured field regions in a timely manner. It is conceivable that other field configurations exist that achieve better distance compression patterns. Even without exploiting the FTL aspects of the field, time-like geodesics can still be substantially accelerated or decelerated with special field configurations of this type, while remaining in free fall during the transit.
Due to the transversal nature of gravitational waves, the gravitational sources must be distributed orthogonally to the direction of desired FTL geodesic path. These gravitational beams have to be precisely oriented and timed decades in advance, as gravitational waves propagate at the speed of light. This implies some sort of deployment of a wide scale network of gravitational generators around entire star clusters. This presents an unfathomably hard logistic and technological problem. Perhaps, some future Type-III civilization, millions of years in the future, might manage to address them.
A Appendix: Perturbative geodesic approximation
We want to compute δx i to first order in such that
dλ We write δx as an expanded formal series of powers of
Our base geometry is flat geometry η µν , and our base geodesic x [0] is just any flat geodesic ray that matches our desired initial conditions at λ = 0.
It is easy to see that the first order correction to our geodesic satisfies the equation:
dλ Where the [1] suffix in the Christoffel symbol denotes first-order terms on . Our first-order correction to the geodesic will be
dλ dλdλ
On our case
which describes a geodesic in the background geometry being sent in the e x direction at t = λ = 0 and x = p 0 . The background geodesic is a null ray for β = 1.
We have that to first order, our t, x and y component integrals are given in terms of h xx only. The z component depends on derivatives h xz as well, and we will not evaluate this component, as our main focus is the movement of geodesics in the xt plane.
The resulting integrals for the Gaussian geometry eq.(3) are expressed in terms of the Error functions
The lengthy resulting expressions are given below: Despite the presence of complex arguments, the expressions remains real if the parameters are real.
